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Faster, more accurate search experience
CCH Pinpoint® cuts out the  
noise by providing only relevant,  
in-depth legal research and tools  
all written by legal professionals, 
for legal professionals. 

Our tax and superannuation content 
is written by the same team behind 
the CCH Australian Master Tax Guide 
and designed to streamline your 
research workflows. 

Getting the right result for 
clients means access to the right 
answers at the right time with no 
compromise on quality. 

An enhanced browsing experience
Built with a focus on findability, CCH Pinpoint® has been designed to 
deliver on-point material with very few clicks. You can also access a 
360 degree view of the legislation you are researching, with intuitive 
links to Regulatory Resources, Cases, Commentary and Practical Tools 
related to legislative provisions. This advanced feature enhances the 
Act Partner content available in CCH IntelliConnect.

Practice area focus
Our rapid precision search provides shortcuts to highly focused and 
relevant search results. With CCH Pinpoint®, only search results for 
your selected practice area will be shown, allowing you to spend less 
time on research. 

In-depth research content
Written by legal professionals, for legal professionals. We have 
assembled an unparalleled team of respected authors including 
legal practitioners and former judges whose insights and experience 
assist you every step of the way. Our tax and superannuation content 
is written by the same team behind the CCH Australian Master Tax 
Guide to help you confidently and efficiently navigate complex tax 
and superannuation matters.

Topic guides
Workflow oriented topic guides act as a great starting point for 
guidance on commonly faced legal issues.

Practical tools
Utilise thousands of tools including precedents, checklists, forms and 
releases all developed by specialist legal practitioners designed to 
improve your efficiency. In addition, our comparative verdicts finder 
can provide a quick snapshot of similar cases to inform your legal 
strategy and predicted outcomes.

Integration with AustLii
Easily access the largest source of primary material direct from  
your search and browse activity.

Stay up-to-date via News Alerts
Stay up-to-date with News Alerts, our alerting service included  
with your CCH Pinpoint® subscription to keep you up-to-date with 
news and developments as they happen.

CCH Webinars
Keep your CPD points up-to-date with the latest CCH webinars,  
easily accessible from your CCH Pinpoint® homepage.



Key practice areas covered:

 Family Law

 Employment Law

 Property Law

 Discrimination Law

 Litigation & Court Practice

 Work Health and Safety Law

 Bankruptcy and Insolvency Law

 Company Law

 Compliance and Business Law

 Contract Law

 Medical Negligence and Health Law

 Consumer Credit Law

 Intellectual Property Law

 Personal Injury & Civil Liability Law

 Insurance Law

 Competition & Consumer Law

 Privacy Law

 Workers Compensation Law

 Estate Planning & Trusts Law

 Personal Property Securities Law

 Defamation and Professional Liability Law

 FBT

 GST

 Income Tax

 State and Customs Duties

 Payroll Tax

 Superannuation

 Tax Treaties and Agreements

For further information or to  

request a trial for CCH Pinpoint®  

visit cchpinpoint.com

CCH Pinpoint® offers a 
comprehensive matrix of 
specialist legal information 
and practical tools
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